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[1] The oceanographic environment is a key element in structuring coral reef ecosystems
by setting the range of physical and chemical conditions in which coral reef-builders live.
A cluster analysis of physical and chemical oceanographic data is used to classify coral
habitats in the remote tropical and subtropical Pacific Ocean based on average temperature,
temperature seasonal cycle, nutrient levels, salinity, aragonite saturation state, storm
frequency, intense hurricane hits, and dissolved oxygen as well as temperature anomalies
in degree heating weeks. The resulting seven geographic habitats are stable to perturbations
in types of data used in the cluster analysis. Based on recent coral reef survey data in
the area, the coral cover was related to the identified geographic regions. The habitats tend
to be geographically clustered, and each is characterized by a unique combination of
oceanographic conditions. Previous studies suggest coral reef habitats are associated with a
uniform array of oceanographic conditions, while our results demonstrate that finer-scale
variations in physical variables may control coral reef environments. The results better
define the physical environment of remote coral reefs, forming a foundation for future
work addressing physical habitat perturbation and anthropogenic impacts on reefs.
Citation: Freeman, L. A., A. J. Miller, R. D. Norris, and J. E. Smith (2012), Classification of remote Pacific coral reefs by
physical oceanographic environment, J. Geophys. Res., 117, C02007, doi:10.1029/2011JC007099.

1. Introduction
[2] A classical paradigm for coral reefs is that they grow in
a fairly uniform oceanic environment: warm, oligotrophic,
and low kinetic energy [Stoddart, 1969]. However, decades
of research in both coral reef ecology and tropical oceanography have suggested that there is truly a large dynamic
range of physical oceanographic conditions in which they
can thrive [Ando and McPhaden, 1997; Glynn and Colgan,
1992; Glynn and Ault, 2000; Johannes et al., 1983; Rosen,
1988; Wyrtki, 1975; Zhang, 1996, 2005].
[3] A cursory view of the physical and chemical oceanographic conditions around where reef-building corals grow
indicates that there exists a broad range of ambient nutrient
levels, sea surface temperature (SST), annual variability, storm
intensity and frequency, and other factors. For instance, hermatypic coral reefs are known from a broad array of temperatures (17–29°C), and nitrate concentrations (0–13 mmol/m3).
Anomalies in the physical environment can result in stress on
the ecosystem. This is best documented with temperature.
In fact, changes in the physical environment are included
in ecological definitions of disturbance (i.e., disturbance
can be defined as “any relatively discrete event in time that
disrupts the ecosystem, community, or population structure
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and changes resources, substrate availability, or the physical
environment” [Pickett and White, 1985]). To assess such
anomalies, one must first understand the average climatology
for a region.
[4] Temperature is a fundamental control on coral reef
ecosystems. Temperature variability, in particularly prolonged abnormal warm temperatures, result in coral bleaching [Glynn, 1996], which often leads to mortality and
subsequent reduction in coral cover. Coral reef locations are
strongly controlled by temperature, and reefs do not grow
where mean SST drops below 17°C. There are likely large
differences in ecosystem structure between reefs with low
and high temperature variability, as with terrestrial biomes.
For this reason, our analysis includes annual mean SST
(which sets the upper latitudinal limits of coral reefs), annual
seasonal cycle, and daily anomalies in the form of degree
heating weeks (DHWs). The mean and seasonal cycle
information relates directly to the “mean” ecosystem state,
whereas DHW relates to stress events and disturbance.
[5] Aragonite saturation state (W-arag) tends to be higher
in warmer water and lower at higher latitudes. It is a key
determinant of the upper reach of coral reef development.
Corals produce aragonite skeletons, and W-arag is directly
related to rates of calcification. In current conditions, most
reefs grow slowly (1 cm per year), and decreases in W-arag
from increased CO2 emissions are a serious concern for
future coral reef development [Hoegh-Guldberg, 2011;
Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2007].
[6] Nutrients (phosphate, nitrate, and silicate) and oxygen
are limiting factors for photosynthesis (nutrients only) and
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respiration (both nutrients and oxygen), and the relative
concentrations of these resources will partially dictate
whether ecosystems are dominated by autotrophs or heterotrophs. We hypothesize that both nutrient levels and oxygen
levels are fundamental in structuring the physical environment for coral reef ecosystems. Nutrients are of particular
interest as corals are adapted to thrive in low-nutrient
environments [Muscatine and Porter, 1977], and may suffer
a competitive disadvantage to faster growing algae in the
case of increased local nutrient availability [Szmant, 2002].
[7] Cyclones have been documented as intermittent,
severe stress events on coral reefs. While storms are relatively rare, and catastrophic storms are extremely rare, the
damage that they cause is long lasting. Major effects on coral
reefs include debris from land, increased sedimentation from
land that may smother corals, and physical breaking and
repositioning of coral reef superstructure [Bythell et al.,
1993, 2000; Dollar and Tribble, 1993; Edmunds and
Witman, 1991; Gardner et al., 2005; Harmelin-Vivien and
Laboute, 1986; Woodley et al., 1981]. We theorize that
storm frequency is related to reef morphology, where massive boulder corals likely dominate reefs with high incidence
of storms and reefs with rare storms are likely dominated
by faster growing but more delicate branching corals. In
addition to morphology, storm events may be related to
biodiversity and ecosystem function via the intermediate disturbance hypothesis [Connell, 1978; Rogers, 1993] wherein
the highest diversity of reef corals would be expected in areas
with intermediate levels of storm frequency and/or intensity.
Furthermore, there is evidence that cyclone intensity and
damage will increase with continued anthropogenic climate
change [Emanuel, 2005].
[8] The environmental context of coral reefs must be recognized in order to objectively compare and contrast geographically disparate sites. We attempt to address this issue
here by objectively identifying coral reef habitats based on
physical and chemical oceanographic data. We use a cluster
analysis that includes SST, DHW, W-arag, nutrient, oxygen,
and storm metrics. We restrict our analysis to the Pacific
Ocean because of the remoteness of coral reefs in this basin.
This analysis for current climate conditions can then serve
as a baseline for estimating coral reef survival capabilities in
studies of future climate scenarios.
[9] In previous research, Kleypas et al. [1999] attempted
to identify the range of conditions in which hermatypic
reefs can survive in order to identify “marginal reefs” which
are near the edge of their reach and may be threatened
by changing environmental conditions. They used a cluster
analysis to identify such reefs, which they determined were
best described by extremes of high temperature, low light
availability, and low W-arag. They also identified “noworries reefs,” which were situated in less severe environmental conditions. In the Pacific Ocean, the “no-worries”
reefs covered essentially the entire remote open-ocean area,
which is the subject of the current study.
[10] Here we explore the oceanographic diversity of the
Kleypas et al. [1999] “no-worries reefs” in the Pacific by
considering variations within the broad window of environmental variables in which the coral reefs grow. We expand
the list of variables previously used by Kleypas et al. [1999],
and instead of identifying marginal reefs at risk of decline
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from a changing environment, we seek to understand the
current oceanographic state of reefs in the tropical Pacific and
the variability of oceanographic conditions between reefs.
[11] The only variable omitted from our study that was
included in the Kleypas study was light availability. Kleypas
et al. [1999] found that low light availability was indicative
of marginal reef environments. In the Pacific, these marginal
reefs were almost entirely coastal and likely related to terrestrial sedimentation influx. We have already excluded the
reefs characterized by Kleypas et al [1999] as light-limited
from our study by removing coastal reefs. The only two
exceptions occurred at high latitude in the south Pacific,
but these reefs are strongly differentiated from other locations
by low temperature, strong seasonal cycle, and low W-arag
in the current study.
[12] It is well known that coral reefs are declining because
of many factors [Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999] including climate
change and associated variability. These climate-induced
impacts have been documented extensively both in laboratory experiments and in the field [Hoegh-Guldberg, 2009].
It is also known that coral reefs have some ability to adapt to
climate change. For example, corals adapt better to gradual
environmental changes than extreme events, as seen in shifts
toward more heat-tolerant zooxanthellae and recovery following bleaching episodes [Baker et al., 2008, 2004]. However, the resilience of reef communities may also be linked to
synergistic effects of an individual reef’s environment: longterm temperature changes, short-term temperature anomalies,
varying nutrient levels, and other fluctuating physical oceanographic variables.
[13] We suggest that the first-order structure of reef communities (e.g., abundance of reef-building corals) is likely
set by the physical environment: both the mean conditions
of temperature, nutrients, and salinity as well as the range
of environmental variability and propensity toward extreme
conditions in different oceanic environments. We start with
this assumption to conduct a quantitative classification of
the physical environment around Pacific coral reefs and then
examine coral cover data to test our assumption.

2. Materials and Methods
[14] The physical and chemical variables of interest are
outlined in Table 1 along with all open-ocean coral sites from
ReefBase in the Pacific. A cluster analysis of the physical
variables at the coral sites is then performed to identify
similar reef environments. Coral cover is then independently
compared to the habitats identified by the clusters.
[15] Physical and chemical oceanographic data from the
World Ocean Atlas (WOA) and NOAA were obtained on a
uniform global grid of 1° latitude  1° longitude (180  360,
110  110 km) resolution. This grid was selected to match
the finest-resolution climatology product available from
WOA. Sea surface data including temperature, phosphate,
dissolved oxygen, and salinity were incorporated [Antonov
et al., 2006; Garcia et al., 2006a, 2006b; Locarnini et al.,
2006]. The seasonal range of temperature was calculated as
absolute value of summer-winter difference from WOA
seasonal climatology. Phosphate is used as a proxy for all
nutrients, as it is the most completely measured nutrient in
the WOA and is correlated with nitrate [Cooper, 1937]. We
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Table 1. Description of Physical and Chemical Oceanographic Variables Used in the Cluster Analysis
Variable
Average sea surface temperature
Average sea surface phosphorus
Average sea surface dissolved oxygen
Average sea surface salinity
Average annual temperature variability
Temperature anomaly Degree Heating Weeks
Average aragonite saturation state

Data Source

Notes

World Ocean Atlas
[Locarnini et al., 2006]
World Ocean Atlas
[Garcia et al., 2006a]
World Ocean Atlas
[Garcia et al., 2006b]
World Ocean Atlas
[Antonov et al., 2006]
World Ocean Atlas
[Locarnini et al., 2006]

Cumulative average from
early 1900s
Cumulative average from
early 1900s
Cumulative average from
early 1900s
Cumulative average from
early 1900s
Difference between warmest
average month and coldest
average month
Average DHWs from 1985–2010

NOAA Coral Reef Program

Annual storm frequency

GLODAP [Key et al., 2004],
WOA [Antonov et al., 2006;
Locarnini et al., 2006]
NOAA Historic Hurricane Tracks

Intense hurricane hits

NOAA Historic Hurricane Tracks

considered nutrients from WOA to be more representative
of upwelling patterns than a data set obtained by calculating
regional upwelling from Ekman stress.
[16] We considered three temperature metrics: mean temperature, annual temperature variability, and DHWs, as
temperature and temperature variability have been repeatedly associated with coral reef environments and stress
events. DHWs time series data for each point with coral
reefs were collected from 1985 to 2010 and averaged.
DHWs are the cumulative sum of temperature anomalies
greater than 1°C above the warmest temperature in the mean
monthly climatology. NOAA DHWs were used, which are
calculated weekly twice from advanced very high-resolution
radiometers on board NOAA’s Polar-Orbiting Operational
Environmental Satellites. Then grid points were aligned with
the WOA data, corresponding to an approximate grid point
resolution of 110  110 km.
[17] The value of W-arag was calculated from Global Data
Analysis Project, dissolved inorganic carbon and alkalinity
[Key et al., 2004], and WOA temperature and salinity
[Antonov et al., 2006; Locarnini et al., 2006] using CO2SYS
in MATLAB for the surface ocean at 1° latitude  1° longitude resolution.
[18] Cyclonic storm data were collected from the geographic information system (GIS)-based NOAA historic
hurricane track tool (http://www.csc.noaa.gov/hurricanes/).
This stores information on cyclonic storms from 1982 to
present, including tracks centered at the storm’s eye, storm
category, and storm name from a combination of satellite
data and observations. Each location was queried with a
55 km radius (to match the 110 km grid cells of 1° latitude 
1° longitude), for all months from January 1985 to December
2010. The 55 km radius is also consistent with the “buffer”
from storm centers used in a previous meta-analysis
[Gardner et al., 2005]. These dates were selected to align
with the DHWs data. For each location, the total number of
cyclones that passed through the 110 km diameter cell over
25 years was recorded to calculate annual storm frequency,
as well as the number of hurricanes that reached category 4
or 5 on the Saffir-Simpson wind scale (sustained winds of

Type
Cruise data
Cruise data
Cruise data
Cruise data
Cruise data
Satellite data

Calculated aragonite saturation
state from 1985–2010

Satellite + cruise data

Includes all cyclonic storms
within 110 km diameter cell
Category 4 and 5 hurricanes
within 110 km diameter cell

Satellite data + observations
Satellite data + observations

131–155 mph, and greater than 155 mph, respectively) while
inside of that particular cell (intense hurricane hits). NOAA
describes both these categories as “catastrophic damage will
occur” categories. For reference, a category 3 hurricane
has sustained winds of 111–130 mph and is described as
“devastating damage will occur.”
[19] These data are representative of local oceanographic
conditions in diverse coral reef regions of the Pacific. We
recognize that smaller-scale physical oceanographic variations are important for coral reef habitats, which have very
fine-scale structures, even within a single reef [Selig et al.,
2010]. But our philosophy here is to focus on the regional
scale structures that can serve to classify and categorize
broad-brush groupings of coral habitats for which this resolution is appropriate.
[20] Each data set was normalized to be unitless and have
a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1 so that all variables
were weighted equally in analyses [Lewis et al., 2008]. Coral
reef locations were determined from ReefBase GIS maps
(http://www.reefbase.org/) and extrapolated to a 1° latitude 
1° longitude grid for a total of 305 cells. Barrier reefs or
reefs near landmasses were not included in this analysis
because of a paucity of oceanographic data available at these
points as well as poorly resolved satellite land/sea correction
resulting in less reliable satellite data. High-latitude rocky
reefs with solitary corals were also excluded. For each cell
(1°  1°), each physical and chemical variable was extracted
and stored.
[21] A cluster analysis was performed on these coral reef
cells using k-means clustering. The k-means clustering is an
iterative loop that determines clusters by cumulative root
mean square distance between points, for a set number of
clusters (k). The maximum point to centroid (mean value
of all variables for the cluster) distance was calculated for
k = 1–20 total clusters. The point-to-centroid distance is a
measure of strength of the cluster analysis (a smaller pointto-centroid distance indicates more tightly confined clusters
or habitats). To minimize variance within habitats defined
by our nine data metrics we used the k = 7, which had
minimum point-to-centroid distance, for final calculations.
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Figure 1. The seven coral habitats mapped spatially with each habitat as a different color.
All calculations were performed in MATLAB Version
7.12.0, 2011 release.
[22] To compare an independent measure of coral reef
health with the cluster analysis habitat results, we chose
percent coral cover as the comparative metric because of its
wide availability and common use in previous studies to
indicate the status of a given coral reef. Percent coral cover
is also often associated with a number of biological variables such as macroalgal cover and herbivore abundance
[Graham et al., 2008; Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999; Sandin et al.,
2008]. These ecological data were collected from the World
Atlas of Coral Reefs [Spalding et al., 2001], NOAA Coral
Reef Ecosystem Division [Waddell and Clark, 2008], the
Global Coral Reef Monitoring Network [Salvat, 2002;
Wilkinson, 2008], and from recent observations obtained
in field surveys. If multiple data points were available within
a 1° latitude  1° longitude cell, they were averaged. These
particular data are island- or reef-wide averages obtained
via multiple surveys and/or photo transects. To minimize
discrepancies between collection methods, coral cover percentages were discretely binned into 10 categories. While
this ecological data set does not cover the entire set of coral
reef locations used in the cluster analysis of physical habitats, it is extensive enough to provide a cursory insight
into the relationship between coral habitats and percent coral
cover. We recognize the potentially serious deficiencies
in this data set, including long-term trends because of nonphysical oceanographic stressors (e.g., local human population changes, fishing, and pollution) and small-scale
variations in percent coral cover [Edmunds and Bruno,
1996]. This is not intended to act as a meta-analysis of
percent coral cover data but rather to serve as an initial

ecological comparison with our analysis of physical oceanographic data.

3. Results
[23] The cluster analysis produced seven habitats based
on nine variables (Figure 1). The average normalized values
for each habitat are described in Table 2. The clusters were
not uniform in size. The number of locations per cluster
and number of locations with coral cover data per cluster are
shown in Figure 2. Each habitat was characterized by a
different combination of the nine oceanographic variables,
as described here. All the locations considered except two
were classified as “no-worries” by Kleypas et al. [1999].
By considering several additional environmental variables,
we have been able to show distinct geographic groupings
of coral reef locations based on their physical environment.
While latitude gives a rough approximation of oceanographic conditions, our results show that there is also a large
degree of zonal variation.
[24] Hurricane distribution was nonrandom with respect
to both latitude and longitude. Annual storm frequency was
2–3 times greater in the Northern Hemisphere than the
Southern, and showed a linear decline from the West to
the East (Figure 3). The difference between hemispheres is
also reflected in a previous study of hurricane intensity
[Emanuel, 2005], and increase in intensity from the East to
the West is expected from SST patterns. One point in the
eastern Pacific also experienced high storm frequency as a
result of cyclones that were formed in the Caribbean traveling
across Central America. No hurricanes occurred within 3° of
the equator because of weak Coriolis force at low latitudes.
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Table 2. Description of Each Habitat by Centroid
Habitat

Annual Storm
Intense
Seasonal Temperature
Frequency Hurricane Hits Salinity Phosphate
Range (°C)

Northwest Pacific
West Pacific
Equatorial Pacific
Central South Pacific
Cool Tropics
High Latitude Reefs
West Pacific Warm Pool

0.62
0.61
0.00
0.04
0.14
0.28
0.13

Northwest Pacific
West Pacific
Equatorial Pacific
Central South Pacific
Cool Tropics
High Latitude Reefs
West Pacific Warm Pool

High
High
Low
Low
Average
Average
Average

0.00
1.11
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Exact Values in Original Units
34.23
0.13
0.91
34.67
0.12
2.84
34.86
0.55
1.84
35.84
0.29
1.78
35.29
0.14
3.51
35.14
0.12
5.92
34.60
0.20
1.10

Oxygen
4.54
4.60
4.63
4.63
4.76
4.93
4.55

Descriptive Values From Cluster Analysis Resulta
Average
Low
Low
Low
Low
Very High
Low
Low
Average
Average
Average
Average Very High
Average
Average
Average
High
High
Average
Average
Average
Average Average
High
High
Average
Average
Low
Very High
Very High
Average
Low
Average
Low
Low

Mean
W-arag DHW (°C) Temperature (°C)
3.95
3.91
3.59
4.15
3.85
3.60
3.87

0.19
0.31
1.62
0.17
0.27
0.46
0.22

Average Average
Average Average
Low Very High
High
Average
Average Average
Low
High
Average Average

28.90
27.74
26.31
27.63
25.50
23.37
28.70
High
Average
Low
Average
Low
Very Low
Average

a
Descriptive values were defined from normalized variables (zero mean, unit standard deviation) as “very low” > 2, “low” = 2 to 0.5, “average” =
0.5 to 0.5, “high” 0.5 to 2, “very high” >2. These give an indication of conditions in each cluster relative to all of the coral reef locations used in
the analysis.

3.1. Northwest Pacific
[25] The northwest Pacific habitat is completely located
between 5°N–20°N and 130°E–180°E (Figure 1) and
includes most of the Federated States of Micronesia, notably
Palau. It is characterized by the highest annual storm frequency and mean temperature of all habitats and a low seasonal cycle and nutrients. The storms and mean temperature
differentiate this habitat from the west Pacific warm pool,
which experiences slightly lower values of each. The mean
temperature in the northwest Pacific is 28.9 °C, and the
seasonal cycle is less than 1°.
3.2. West Pacific
[26] The west Pacific habitat is the most scattered geographically, from 120°E to 160°W and from 20°S to 25°N
(Figure 1), and includes Guam and the Northern Mariana
Islands. It is characterized by intense hurricane hits and high
annual storm frequency. The only locations with intense
hurricane hits in the past 25 years fall into this cluster.

In addition to receiving intense storms, these locations have
the second highest annual storm frequency (0.61 storms per
year versus 0.62 in the northwest Pacific), so they receive
both regular and severe disturbance.
3.3. Equatorial Pacific
[27] The equatorial Pacific habitat has the smallest number
of points (12), and includes the Galapagos Islands and other
central Pacific reefs, all within a few degrees of the equator.
This habitat has the highest values of phosphorus by far
and relatively low temperatures, which can be attributed to
regular upwelling along the equator and eastern boundary.
These reefs have experienced no hurricanes/cyclones in
the past 25 years. Annual temperature variability is also
average, although interannual temperature variability would
likely be high because of El Niño Southern Oscillation
cycles. [Wyrtki, 1975]. This habitat has the lowest value
of W-arag as well as the highest value of DHWs, which may
be a result of a weak seasonal cycle overlaid by strong

Figure 2. Number of points that contain coral reefs within each habitat (black bars) and number of points
that contain percent coral cover data (gray bars). Labels are number of points per habitat (top) and number
of points with percent coral cover data per habitat (bottom).
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Figure 3. Distribution of cyclonic storms by (top) longitude and (bottom) latitude. Average annual storm
frequency was calculated for each data point from 1985 to 2010.
interannual variability. El Niño (or warm) years would result
in much higher DHWs values in this region.
3.4. Central South Pacific
[28] The central south Pacific is located exclusively in the
Southern Hemisphere, between 130°W and 180°W, and it
includes French Polynesia and the Society Islands. It is
characterized by high salinity, nutrients, and W-arag; low
storm frequency; and otherwise average results. It is one of
the larger habitats with 59 locations, and it is tightly clustered geographically.
3.5. Cool Tropics
[29] The cool tropics habitat has a strong seasonal cycle
and high nutrient levels, low temperatures, and otherwise
average results. This habitat includes reefs in the Cook
Islands and New Caledonia in the Southern Hemisphere
and the main Hawaiian Islands in the Northern Hemisphere.
It is differentiated from the central south Pacific by lower
W-arag, temperature, and nutrient values.
3.6. High-Latitude Reefs
[30] This habitat encompasses the highest-latitude region
of all seven habitats, including reefs in the central and
western subtropical Pacific. As a result, it is associated with
the lowest temperatures and a strongest seasonal cycle of all

the habitats. This habitat is further characterized by high
oxygen and DHWs values. The higher DHWs values may be
a result of lower temperatures in the baseline climatology
used to calculate DHWs. It includes part of the northwest
Hawaiian Islands, reefs near southern Japan, and remote
reefs in the south Pacific such as Lord Howe Island and
Easter Island.
3.7. West Pacific Warm Pool
[31] The Warm Pool Tropics habitat is the largest in
number of points (79), and it is characterized by a low
seasonal cycle. It has low dissolved oxygen and salinity
and a midrange value of DHWs. It occurs between 20°S
and 20°N, with most of the points grouped to the west.
This habitat includes reefs of Papau New Guinea, the
Solomon Islands.
3.8. Percent Coral Cover Comparison
[32] Geographic distribution of percent coral cover is
shown in Figure 4. A comparison of average coral cover
between habitats shows different values for each habitat,
although the sample size is very small and standard deviation large (Figure 5). The northwest, central south, and west
Pacific warm pool habitats have the highest average coral
cover, and the high-latitude reefs have the lowest average
coral cover.
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Figure 4. Spatial locations of percent coral cover data from low (small circles) to high (large circles).
Each size marker represents a coral cover bin. Coral reef locations considered in this study are marked
with gray crosses.
3.9. Sensitivity Analysis
[33] We tested the sensitivity of the cluster analysis in
two ways. First, one of the physical variables or variable
groups (i.e., all temperature metrics) was removed from the
analysis and the cluster analysis was executed with six to
nine variables. This process was repeated for each of the
six primary variable groups. The clusters in each case (not

shown) were very similar to the clusters for the nine variables analyzed together. In comparing the individual results,
the designation of locations to specific clusters was between
74% (storms excluded) and 93% (W-arag excluded) similar.
Second, the cluster analysis was repeated using all nine
variables at all open-ocean grid boxes in the tropical Pacific
between 35°N and 35°S. Again, the structure of the top

Figure 5. Average percent coral cover within each habitat (gray bars) with 2*standard deviation plotted
as error bars. Labels are number of points with percent coral cover data per habitat.
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seven clusters was very similar to the results when including
only the grid boxes where coral reefs are present indicating
the robustness of our analysis.
[34] Variance within habitat (or maximum deviation from
habitat centroid) was not related to habitat stability when
defining metrics are weighted or removed. The northwest
Pacific has the lowest variance within habitat, but also
experienced a high rate of exchange with the west Pacific
warm pool when variables were shuffled for stability analyses. The west Pacific and equatorial Pacific are by far the
most stable habitats, but they have average variance within
habitat. The cool tropics and west Pacific warm pool have
the highest variance within habitat.

4. Discussion
[35] A cluster analysis of remote coral reef habitats in the
Pacific Ocean based on physical and chemical oceanography
reveals habitat differences expressed by latitudinal zonation
as well as a coarse longitudinal zonation. The reef habitats
tend to become differentiated from each other with distance
north or south of the equator, as is the case for the distribution of ocean biomes. There is also east-west differentiation into three main groups: eastern, central, and western
tropical Pacific habitats. This zonation suggests that the
habitats are not just a function of latitudinal temperature
gradients. Previous studies have found a strong latitudinal
control on oceanic biomes or habitats [Lewis et al., 2008;
Sarmiento et al., 2004]. Latitudinal control here seems to be
strongly correlated to oceanographic variables that vary
across the Pacific basin, in particular temperature variability
on an annual and interannual timescales.
[36] Our habitats also show strong similarities to known
trends in biodiversity. First-order approximations of biodiversity increase with decreasing latitude and also increase
toward the western tropical Pacific [Bellwood and Hughes,
2001; Gaston, 2000; Veron et al., 2009]. These trends are
particularly pronounced for coral reefs [Willig et al., 2003].
Although biodiversity was not included in our analyses, it is
interesting to note that other studies have found patterns that
appear to be related to our habitats, with the west Pacific
warm pool and northwest Pacific having the highest biodiversity and high-latitude reefs having the lowest biodiversity.
[37] The seven oceanographic habitats that were identified
here were associated with various levels of coral cover.
In particular, the higher-latitude habitats, namely the cool
tropics and high-latitude, tend to show low levels of coral
cover; and the central south, northwest, and west Pacific
warm pool regions show high levels of coral cover. Tropical
sites, in contrast, have some of the highest coral cover,
although there is considerable variation within these habitats. The northwest Pacific has the highest annual storm
frequency and the second highest mean percent coral cover,
but the west Pacific has much lower coral cover and all of
the intense hurricane hits. DHWs are highest in the equatorial Pacific, followed by high-latitude reefs, both of which
have relatively low coral cover. These observations provide
some evidence for disturbance and stress in the physical
environment affecting coral reef ecosystems. We postulate
that the physical environment likely sets the ecological
bounds for coral reef development. However, because of the
large number of anthropogenic impacts occurring on local
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scales on reefs today it is difficult to know how much these
natural and anthropogenic factors contribute to present-day
coral cover on reefs around the world.
[38] The northwest Pacific and west Pacific warm pool
habitats displayed a relatively large amount of exchange
of points during sensitivity tests. In the final result, much
higher storm frequencies and mean SST as well as lower
nutrient levels in the northwest Pacific distinguish it from
the west Pacific warm pool. The west Pacific habitat was
extremely robust and was reproduced exactly in every
combination of variables tested except when storm data were
excluded. This habitat is dominated by the “intense hurricane hits” metric, and all the reefs that experienced a category 4 or 5 hurricane in the past 25 years are included in this
habitat. The equatorial Pacific habitat was also extremely
robust, and was reproduced exactly with almost every
combination of variables tested. In two tests, it lost three
points from its western edge to the west Pacific warm Pool.
The central south Pacific showed some fluctuation under
stability tests, exchanging points with the cool tropics (from
its southern edge) and west Pacific warm pool (from its
northwestern corner). Similarly, the cool tropics experienced
some exchange with the central south Pacific as well as
high-latitude Reefs.
[39] By exploring different combinations of variables, we
gained further insight into what was controlling the habitat
distribution. Most importantly, the geographic pattern is
reproducible using a wide range of oceanographic variables,
and it is stable to perturbations in weighting of variables.
The habitats characterized by extremes (very high intense
hurricane hits in the west Pacific, very high nutrients and
DHWs in the equatorial Pacific, very low temperatures in
high-latitude Reefs) were the most robust to stability testing.
The inclusion of nine physical and chemical oceanographic
metrics allows us to better resolve the “buffer zones” at the
edges of habitats (i.e., between the northwest Pacific and
west Pacific warm pool) by considering as many factors as
possible that could affect coral reef ecosystems.
[40] Our results provide a first step in accounting for broad
patterns in physical oceanographic parameters around the
Pacific in areas where coral reefs exist. The geographic
pattern of coral habitats found here provides an interesting
setting for oceanographic studies within and between habitats using downscaling from models or finer resolution data
products. In addition, these results alongside downscaled
oceanographic studies can potentially be used in combination with local anthropogenic factors to examine how these
different factors may affect the structure and development of
coral reef communities. Our results will thereby strengthen
ecological comparisons of coral reefs that range across large
geographic areas, in that some of the variance in oceanography can be removed. For example, we found that the large,
encompassing category of “no-worries reefs” in the Pacific
from Kleypas et al. [1999] actually includes a wide range of
temperatures, ambient nutrient levels, and variability on
annual and weekly scales.
[41] This study of current climate conditions can also serve
as a baseline for understanding coral reef survival capabilities in studies where climate conditions change under global
warming scenarios. While coral reefs have already changed
dramatically from human impacts, understanding their state
and oceanographic habitat now allows us to explore the
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capacity for coral reefs to survive in future climate scenarios.
Future work on this topic must determine what combinations
of conditions will be conducive to coral reef survival in the
future. For example, what physical environments are appropriate? Where is variability tolerable, and where is it not?
How do direct anthropogenic stressors affect coral reef
ecology in the different habitats? Our results begin to narrow
the range of answers to these questions. Instead of saying “all
coral reefs” we can talk about warmer water reefs, cooler
water reefs, places where there is a high degree of variability
in temperature, and places where the environment is so stable
that small perturbations may cause huge responses in the
species present.
[42] This study has discretized remote Pacific coral reefs
into seven geographic habitats, each of which is characterized by a unique set of physical and chemical oceanographic
conditions. These sets of oceanographic conditions define
the physical environment, which sets the foundation for
understanding ecological disturbance in the form of alteration to or perturbation of the physical environment.
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